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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the energy lise and environmental impacts of
residentiai buildings in China. Most of same major pollutants, for example, CO2, S02 and etc,
are from energy generation in China. It is because that the maj orit y of China's energy resource
is coal. More than 70% of the country' s electricity comes from coal-thermal power generation.
Energy generation leads to several main pollutions (C02, S02 and etc.) in China because the
country's coal dominated energy resource, more than 70% commercial energy is generated by
coal burning. As the result of rapid urbanization and the higher living standard, the energy
demand for spacing heating will increase in both the central heating zone and the transition
zone.

By studying several reports concerning energy consumption in residentiai buildings in China,
possible energy savings by reducing heating demand of residentiai buildings in the central
heating zone could be estimated. Bo Adamson carries out these rep orts in 1980s based on
computer simulations. The result shows that a considerable amount of energy consumption
could be saved from current new built residentiai buildings and old buildings by adopting energy
efficient design. Energy generation related pollution is Olle of the major environmental impacts
in China. Reduced energy consumption in residential area will help to decrease the impacts.
According the result of calculations, energy efficient building is cost effective. Energy savings
would par the investment for energy efficiency of the building back. Measurement of heating
consumption and suitable, comprehensive regulations are essentiai for heat savings.

Two cases on multi-story residential buildings, located in Beijing and Harbin respectively, are
analysed. The analysis is based on several previous studies made by Bo Adamson in 1980s. It was
estimated that about up to 65% and 45% energy lise for space heating could be reduced in Beijing
and Harbin respectively in the terms of advanced energy efficient building design. Although the
current national code for residentiai buildings in China is still in a lower level comparing with
the code adopted in same industrialised countries. However, the code has already been
improved a lot comparing with the code in 1980s in China.

Adopting energy efficiency building design would not only achieve energy consumption
reduction in new built residentiai buildings, hut also reduce energy consumption in retrofitted
old buildings. With the promotion of district spacing heating service in the transition zone
proceeding, energy efficiency design for residentiai buildings will play key role for achieving
sustainable energy lise in China.

Key words:

Energy efficiency, residentiai buildings, environmental impacts, sustainability, building design,
coal, heating, Beijing, Harbin, China.
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1. Introduction
Pollutes from energy generation is Olle of the impacts that containment our World. China's
population and economic development en sures significant pressure on energy demand. In 1996,
eighty percent of residentiai energy consumption is provided by non-commercial biomass,
mainly cropstalks and fuelwood (McCreary, 1996). However, the expected increase in the
population from 1.2 to 1.6 billion people by 2030, a rural-to-urban migration with concomitant
shift from non-commercial to commercial energy filets, and improvement of living standards
moving the entire population doser OECD norm will severely impact energy demand.

AIready, increase in the standard of living has resulted in an influx of home appliance. The
energy requirement for space heating is also growing and expected increase more and more
rapidly in China. This master thesis is a bottom-up study which try to analyse the possibilities
for achieving heating reduction in residential building area in China, and then ful fil the national
goals for sustainable development.
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2. Background
China is the third largest country in the world with the total area of 9,600,000km2 and has the
world's highest population. According to China's fifth national population census in November
2000, the population is 1,295,330,000, haut 36% of the total population residents in urban
arealthe cities (China Bureau of Statistics, 2001). Compared with industrialized countries, the
proportion of urban population is relatively lower. However, more and more rural area will be
changed due to the enlarging urbanization. In 1992,24% of the citizens in China live in the cities
and this number is expected to increase to 54% in the rear of 2020 (China Bureau of Statistics,
2001). More and more new residentiai buildings are needed to fulfil rapid increase of urban
population.

2.1 National perspective for the environment in China
The great land of China offers rich natural resources. The hydroelectric potential in China is
highest in the world. There is also great oil reserve. It has Olle of the largest hydroelectric
potential in the world and significant oil reserves. However, about 70% of energy supply today
is from coal and coal will still be the major energy resource in energy system in a considerable
long time. Burning coal has negative impacts on the environment as general understanding.

Energy is the life-blood for China's economy. However, the China's high population decides
that the possession of energy resource per capita is limited. Energy demands are continuously
growing as the economy develops rapidly and the population increases. The problems of energy
shortage will be more common and more severe. Therefore, China's future economic
development will inevitable shift from its previous/ current inefficiencies towards efficiency, and
focus on energy conservation (China's Agenda 21, 1994). In addition, the environmental
problems associated with the development and utilisations of energy are becoming increasingly
serious and are directly affecting both the quaiity of people's daily life and economic
development. Consequently. The improvement of energy efficiency and conservation will also
achieve in preventing and treating pollution, and lessening the greenhouse effect.

Energy consumption per unit output in China is 3-4 times as that in the developed countries.
There is a great potential for energy efficiency and conservation in China. According to China's
Agenda 21, the objectives for improving current energy use are: establish or improve the
procedures, approval systems and corresponding policy regulations for energy conservation so as
to manage energy conservation throughout the entire process of energy production, transport,
processing and utilization, through/by technological improvements, raising energy efficiency,
reducing energy consumption per unit of output, and adjusting the industrial structure.

2.2 Why the issue is imporlant
Economic development leads to boorned modern building constructions that ignored the
surrounding environment by consuming energy. Space heating and cooling may provide a
favourable indoor condition, so that it is possible for building design to ignore climate (Wang,
1996).

This is the fact happening in China, where the north is very cold in winter and the south is very
hot in summer. For instance, a huge amount of energy is needed during the long winter and
summer for adjusting the in door condition. In addition to out-af-date legislations and inefficient
implement of legislations, the quaiity of residentiai buildings is far to meet the standard for
energy conservation and efficiency. The energy consumption may even greater than expected.

2
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As weIl know, China's energy resource relies much on coal which provides more than 70% of
total energy supply. Burning coal produces a large amount of carbon dioxide, the greenhouse gas
leads to global warming. China is the second largest CO2 emitter arter the VS by the end of 1997
(China energy data book, 2001).

"The residents of many of China's largest cities are living under long-term, harmfuI air quality
conditions," Zhao Weijun, deputy director of the air pollution department of China State
Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA, former NEPA), reported in 1997 in China
Environment News. Ambient concentrations of total suspended particulates (TSP) and sulfur
dioxide (S02) are among the world's high est leve!. In 1995, during the air quaIity test in 88
Chinese cities, more than half of them had higher S02level than World Health Organization's
(WHO) guideline. All but two of the those cities' TSP levels far exceeded WHO's guideline.
Same cities such as Taiyuan and Lanzhou had S02levels almost 10 times as the WHO guideline.
Coal burning, which contributes most of China's S02 emissions, accounts for more than three
quarters of the country's commercial energy needs, compared with 17 percent in Japan and a
world average of 27 percent (China's Health and Environment, 1999).

2.3 Building and environment
There are many ways in which buildings have environmental impact during their life cycle. The
life cycle of buildings includes the following temporal phases: manufacture of the building
materials, transport of building material and components to the building site, erection to a
building, occupancy, maintenance and renovation, and finally demolition, and removal of debris
(Karin Adalberth, 2000). Based on this definition, environmental impacts generated from
buildings related to the extern al environment are e.g. use of soil, use of water, generation of
waste including hazardous waste etc. Issues related to the internaI environment impacts are e.g.
emissions from building materials during the occupation phase, thermal comfort, indoor air
quaIity, acoustic quaIityetc.

2.3.1 Climate

China has been divided inta three climatic zones from the point of heating requirement: a
central heating zone, transition (or local heating) zone and a non-heating zone. The central
heating zone is the northern section of the country where heating of buildings is allowed during
the cold winter, new built residentiaI buildings are heated by a central boiler or by district
heating. In the transition zone (approximately the middle third of the country, where there is
significant demand for space heating in the winter and space cooling in the summer), the heating
is mostly supplied by individual stoves for each single apartment which instalIed by the residents
themselves. Heating is not allowed in the non-heating zone. The borderline between the central
heating and the transition zone used to be approximately located at the Yellow River and the
borderline between the local heating zone and the non-heating zone is approximately located at
the Yangtze (or The Chang) River. However the southern border of transition zon e has been
moved a little to south as the standards of living increasing (Table 7-1, Appendix II). China
already has residentiaI building energy codes that cover urban areas in the "heating zone", China
Ministry of Construction (M0e) encouraged cities in the "transition zone" to develop
residentiaI building efficiency standards (Sinton et al, 1999).

The studied buildings in this thesis are located in Beijing and Harbin respectively, two of the
biggest cities in the central heating zone. The desired indoor temperature of residential
apartment is 16°c. However during the coldest period winter, the indoor temperature might be
several degrees lower than the minimum leve!. The central heating is allowed to start when the
temperature is lower than a certain leve!. This has given rise to a specified heating season for
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each big city in the central heating zone. Thus the heating season is applied. For example, the
heating season is from Nov 12 - March 17 in Beijing. This limited heating season give rise to
very low indoor temperature before and arter the heating reason (Adams on Bo, 1991).

2.3.2 Life in the city
Since China adopted an "open" policy and economic reform since late 1970's, she is rapidly
passing through a transition from "planned economy" to "market economy". With the rapid
growing of GDP (Gross Domestic Product), countless new buildings are under construction or
going to be constructed.

2.3.2.1 Urbanization

China's statistics regarding urban population sometimes can be misleading because of the various
criteria used to calculate urban population. In the 1953 census, urban essentially referred to
settlements with populations of more than 2,500, in which more than 50 percent of the labour
force were involved in non-agricultural pursuits. The 1964 census raised the cut-off to 3,000 and
the requirement for non-agriculturallabour to 70 percent. The 1982 census used the 3,000/70
percent minimum but introduced criteria of 2,500 to 3,000 and 85 percent as well. Also, in
calculating urban population, the 1982 census made a radical change by including the
agricultural population residing within the city boundaries. This explains the dramatic jump in
urban population from the 138.7 million reported for rear-end 1981 to the 206.6 million
counted by the 1982 census. In 1984 the urban guidelines were further loosened, allowing for
lower minimum population totals and non-agricultural percentages.

Although China's urban population-382 million, or 37 percent of the total population in the
mid-1980s--was relatively low by comparison with developed nations, the number of people
living in cities in China was greater than the total population of any country in the world except
India and the Former Soviet Union. The four Chinese cities with the largest populations in 1985
were Shanghai, with 7 million; Beijing, with 5.9 million; Tianjin, with 5.4 million; and
Shenyang, with 4.2 million. The disproportionate distribution of population in large cities
occurred as a result of the government's emphasis arter 1949 on the development of large cities
over smaller cities. In 1985 the 22 most populous cities in China had a total population of 47.5
million, or about 12 percent of China's total urban population. The number of cities with
populations of at least 100,000increased from 200 in 1976to 342 in 1986 (China's country study,
2001). According to the fifth national population census in November 2000, China still is an
agriculture-based country with 64% of the population in rural areas, but urbanisation has begun.

In 1987 China was committed to a three-part strategy to control urban growth: strictly limiting
the size of big cities (those of 500,000 or more people); developing medium-sized cities (200,000
to 500,000); and encouraging the growth of small cities (100,000 to 200,000). The government
also encouraged the development of small market and commune centers that were not then
officially designated as urban places, hoping that they eventually would be transformed into
towns and small cities (China's country study, 2001).

4
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Table 2-1 Increase of the number of cities'~and urban population in China

(Source: China 's Bureau ofStatistics, 2001)

*
City with population over 100,000

Economic development also promote people's living standard. The infrastructures in China have
been improved since the beginning of economic reform.

2.3.2.2 Improved living standards in the cities

Table 2-2. Improvement of living standards in cities{l)

Year

6
7.8

3.9
5.5

Running Cooking Sewerage
water o:. as o:. S stem o:.

1990 89.2% 42.2% 16.2%
1997 95% 76% 26%

(Source: China Ministry ofConstruction, 2001)

:~
Percentage of total families live in cities
A verage area shared by each person in cities
Average amount of buses shared byevery thousands people

City with population over 100,000

::.,:.
:~'~"<

(1)

Economic development leads to higher living standards of residents in cities. Urban residents ask
for more comfortable, more convenient and more advanced living environment. Residentiai
houses used to be provided by government, local authorities or other state owned institutions,
such as institutes, factories, companies and etc. In other words, the employers have the
responsibility to provide dwellings to their employees with very low price. In this way, there is
a big gap between demand and supply. In order to solve the problem, China has started the
transformation towards privatisation in the housing sector. In fact, government has adopted
feasible housing policy.

Under realistic and flexible policy, Chinese housing conditions are better than before. The
average living area per person has been increased rapidly from 3.9 m2 in 1980 to 8.8m2 by the
end of 1997 (China Ministry of Construction, 2001).

5

Urban population
Year Number of cities (percentage of total Total population

population)
1980 223 20% Not available
1990 467 25% 1,133,680,000
2000 600 36% 1,295,330,000
2020 54% (expected) Not available
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Figure 2-1. Improvement of residential standard in eities

Average living area per person in the cities (m2)

g
8.8
8. 6
8.4
8.2

8
7.8
7. 6

1995 1996 1997

(Souree: The Ministry of Construetion, P.R. China, 2001)

2.3.3 Energy usa
Solid fuels (eoal and biomass) are the main energy resourees for energy supply in China's
household, whieh produee large amounts of air pollution.

Figure 2-2. Population and household fuel use by region, 1995

(Souree: World Energy Assessment, 2001)

The residential seetor aeeounts for approximately 15 pereent of total eGal use. Energy eomes

from eGal burning is used for spaee heating, eooling and other household eleetrie applianees.

And it is estimated to eontribute mate than 30 percent of urban ground-level air pollution
(China Energy Data book, 2001).
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2.4 Sustainable deve/opment
According to Global System for Sustainability, sustainable development is the process of
meeting the needs of current and future generations with out undermining the resilience of the
life-supporting properties or the integrity and cohesion of social systems. Sustainable
development is a strategic choice that must be made by both deve1oping and deve1oped
countries. However, for a developing country such as China, the precondition for sustainable
development is economic development. The path of relatively rapid economic growth and
gradual improvements in the quaiity of development must be taken in order to meet the
Chinese people's current and future needs for basic necessities and their desires for higher living
standards, and in order to consolidate the nation's strength (China's Agenda 21, 1994).

The objectives for the development of human settlements in China are: to formulate and
enforce policies, laws, regulations, development strategies, long-term plans and action
programmes by appropriate government agencies and legislative bodies; to mobilize all social
communities and people for taking an active part in the construction of human settlements,
which should be rationally laid out with comprehensive facilities, which are convenient for
working and living, and which have dean, quiet and comfortable environments (China's Agenda
21, 1994).

Energy Conservation and Enhancement of Energy Efficiency play a key Olle of the key roles for
sustainable human settlement development in China. Energy is of critical importance to socio-
economic development and the improvement of people's living standards in China. The overall
objective for achieving energy sustainable production and use is strengthening the planning and
management of energy systems; formulating and implementing a policy and regulatory system
appropriate for the mark et economy; developing and popularizing advanced, environmentally-
sound energy production and utilization technologies; increasing efficiency; reducing
environmental pollution (China's Agenda 21, 1994). Improvement area indudes:

A. Improving the Industrial Structure and Distribution
B. Developing Cleaner Production and Green Products
C. Development and Application of Industrial T echnology
D. Improvement and Enhancement of Industrial Management
E. Promoting Sustainable Development of Transportation and Communications

(Source: China's Agenda 21, 1994)
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3. Objectives

3. 1 Approach
Beijing, the capital of China, is Olle the biggest cities in the country with population of about 13
millions. Economic development and population increase lead to huge demand of construction
of new residentiai buildings.

This research focuses on analysing the relationship between energy uses, environmental impacts
and human health in new residentiai buildings during their occupancy in Beijing, therefore to
provide recommendations for the construction of suitable energy-efficient building.

First, the analysis of the issue and its significance will be expressed.

Questions to be answered are:. Why energy efficiency in building area is important for China?

The second step is to analyse how energy is used in a current typical multi-family residentiai
building during its occupancy period. The analysis will focus on the energy uses for thermal
comfort of living environment, energy uses in electric appliances will not be considered in this
case.

Questions to be answered are:
. How much energy is required with the current design of the construction?. How the different building construction, material and design influence the energy use of

buildings during their occupancy period?

The last step is to analyse the relationship between energy use and environmental impact and
human health. The possible ways to solve the problem will also be discussed. As same as the first
step, the analysis will only focus on the occupancy period. The manufacture and installation will
not be considered in this study.

Questions to be answered are:
. The passibilities of energy saving for residentiai buildings
. How differentbuildingconstructionand designinfluenceindoor environment

Possible methods are available to improve the construction and design of new residential houses
to energy efficient, i.e. using lower energy to keep suitable thermal comfort and healthy indoor
environment.

3.2 Limitations
This study focuses on energy use during the occupancy of the residentiai buildings. Although it
is proved that energy use is considerable in the phases of building construction and material
productian. The main energy use occurs during the occupancy stage. The studie d buildings are
located on Beijing and Harbin, starting with the late 1980th design of residential building.

8
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4. Methods
Achieving energy efficiency in residentiaI building area in China is a systematic issue, which
cancerns different aspects, such as the application of new technologies, investment assessment
and etc. It will also influence the environment as well as the government's activities due to

energy shortage and environmental impacts. The model below presents the systematic approach
for this study (more description of systematic approach available in Appendix 1).

4. 1 Mental model

4.2 Data collecting and calculations
In order to calculate the energy lise during the occupancy period of current residentiaI buildings,
data is collected via different resources including national legislations, research rep orts and
interview. Environmental impact will be estimated with current energy supply system.

4.3 A vailable technologies
The research is based on the current design of new residentiaI building in Beijing. Only material
and components used in China are adopted, but possible improvements and technologies
transfer will be discussed.

4.4 Comparisons
In order to demonstrate how much energy could be saved by using alternative energy-efficient
technologies, comparisons will be made between the new residentiaI building, which applied

9
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energy efficient technologies, and Chinese new residential building. Comparisons cancern
different building canstructions, material and equipments. And an analysis will try to figure out
why the difference in the amount of energy lise exists.

4.5 Cost-effective analysis
A change in a building design in order to save energy lise must be economically justified.
Improved buildings will of course reduce the requirement of energy lise and then reduce the fuel
consumption. However, on the other hand, it will increase the investment for building
canstruction. Keeping the investment to energy efficiency profitable will encourage the
incentives for improvement of energy efficient buildings.

10
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5. Energy supply system and environment
The environmental impact from the multi-family buildings during their occupancy is
determined by combining the estimated energy use with energy supply system. The idea to
measure the environmental impact from buildings is justify the amount of emission from
current energy supply system. In this study, however, it is assumed that the energy supply
system will be constant during the occupancy of buildings.

5. 1 Energy resource perspective

5.1.1 International Energy resource perspective
Before analysing the energy system in China, an overview of world energy is necessary to clarify
the situation of energy resources in the world and the estimated potential reserves shared by
China.

Table 5-1. Energy Resources[l] for Selected Countries, 1994

2. Shares of World Totals

Coal
Proved

Amount
Country Subtotal in Place
China 8% 9%
India 3% 8%

Japan 0,1% 0,3%
USA 14% 16%
Russia[l] 49% 11%
World 100% 100%

(Source: China Energy Databook, 2001)

Estimated
Additional

Amount
8%
1%

Natural
Gas[3]

13%

60%
100%

2%

5%
100%

3%

33%
100%

Hydro-
electricity 4] U ranium[S]

3% 17% 12%
1% 8% 5%

2% 0,04%
2% 4%
8% 3%

100% 100%

Oil[3]
2%
3%

[1] Uniess otherwise noted, "resources" here are for the end of 1994, and refer to the sum of
World Energy Conference categories Proved Amount in Place and Estimated Additional
Amount in Place. Proved Amount in Place is defined as "the [amount) that has been carefully

11

1. Physical Units

Coal
Proved Estimated

Amount Additional Natural Hydro-
Subtotal in Place Amount OiJl3] Gas[3] electricity4] Uranium[S]

Country (Gt) (Gt) (Gt) (Gt) (billion m3) (TWh/year) (kt U)
China 898,99 231,09 667,90 3,30 4670 5922 1842
India 312,91 222,89 90,02 4,65 735 2638 679

Japan 8,47 8,47 596 7
USA 1 570,26 431,46 1 138,80 3,50 4650 529 581

Russia[l] 5 487,00 287,00 5 200,00 6,70 48 140 2896 445
World 11 228,27 2 631,26 8 597,01 140,40 146430 34 230 14846
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measured and has also been assessed as exploitable under present and expeeted loeal economie
eonditions with existing available teehnology." Estimated Additional Amount in Place "includes
estimated of amounts whieh eould exist in unexplored extensions of known deposits or in
undiscovered deposits in known fuel-bearing areas as well as amounts inferred through
knowledge of favourable geologieal eonditions." All figures are based on data provided by the
eountries in whieh the resourees are loeated. Since definitions of resouee eategories are not
uniform among countries, data may not be strietly comparable and comparisions should be
made with caution.

[2] The data given for eoal under the eategory of Russia are under the Former Soviet Union.

[3] Oil data include natural gas liquids. Note that, owing to definitional differenees, China
estimates ilS total oil resourees to be 13-15Gt, and ilS natural gas resourees to be 38,000 billion
m3, mueh higher than the estimate presented here. Note also that most countries do not have
estimates for resourees eorresponding to the WEC eategories deseribed in nate [1] above, so that
oil and natural gas reserves figures are similar to those for reserves in Table lB.2.

[4] Hydropower resourees correspond to the WEC eategory "Gross Theoretieal Capability,"
defined as "the annual energy potentially available in the country if all natural flows were
turbined down to level or to the water level of the border of the eountry...with 100 percent
effieieney from the maehinery and driving water-works." Includes output from hydropower
stations of all sizes.

[5] 1990. For J apan and the USA, figures correspond to the sum of the WEC eategories of
Proved Reserves and Estimated Additional Amounts Recoverable. Proved Reserves refers to

"reeoverable uranium that oeeurs in known mineral deposits of sueh size, grade and
configuration that it eould be reeovered within the stated produetion costs ranges [under $130
US/kg] with eurrently proven mining and processing teehnology." Estimated Additional
Amounts Reeoverable refers to expeeted additional deposits, estimated from extensions of
already known deposits. For other eountries, figures eorrespond the Other Known Resourees,
whieh is not strietly eomparable to the sum of Proved Reserves and Estimated Additional
Amounts Reeoverable. For same eountries, ultimate resourees may be eonsiderably larger than
suggested here.

(Source: World Energy Conference, 1995. Oil and gas data for USA, Russia, and World are from
British Petroleum Company, 2000. Coal data for World arefrom International Statistical Yearbook,
1999. China data are from SSB, International Statistical Yearbook, 1999, with the exception of
hydroelectricity data, which arefrom Editorial Board of the China Hydropower Yearbook, 1998.)

In the table ab ove, it's clarified that the energy resourees shared by China is limited eompared
with population - more than 20% of the total population of the world eontributed by China.
The average energy resourees owned by eaeh Chinese is far lesser than USA.

5.1.2 Domestic energy resource perspective
Coal is the only resouree that is abundant in China. China leads the world's highest eoal
produetion and this resouree eurrently aeeounts for 73% of China's total primary energy
consumption. As the world's largest produeer and eonsumer of eoal, China is heavily dependent
on eoal as energy resouree.

As the only resouree, whieh can be produeed in great quantity, eoal will be used to substitute
other fuels wherever possible in China. More eoal burning/thermal power plants will be

12
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continuously built for the generation of more electricity. This means that coal will continue to
be China's primary fuel source, dominating energy consumption (China' s energy, 96).

Figure 5-1.Primary energy consumption by type of resource in 1998

CDTotalCoal (Mtce)

IIOil (Mtce)

D Natural Gas (Mtce)

D Hydro-Electricity
(Mtce)

(Source: China Energy Databook, 2001)

It should be pointed out that biomass is also Olle the main energy resources, especially in rural
area, used in household in China. There are no specific data about proportion concerning the
types of biomass, woods or others. Coal from small milles dominates the rural energy supply in
parts of several northern provinces, hut elsewhere the cooking and heating needs are stilliargely
covered by inefficient, and insufficient, combustion of traditional biomass energies. The biomass
fuel covers from woods, cereal straws and stalks, legume, oil crop and sugar calle (Smil, 1993).
There are no specific data about proportion concerning the types of biomass. Deforestation
from overuse of biornas s is Olle of the main reasons leads to the 1998's Hood in Yangzi River
basin.

5.2 Environmental impacts of current energy production
China is fuelling its phenomenal economic growth with huge quantities of coal. The
environmental impact of coal lise occurs at every stage in the coal chain, beginning with minin g
activities and then continuing with coal preparation, transportation, handling, processing,
combustion and waste disposal. Coal-related water pollution occurs both in mining regions and
in dense urban areas, caused by disposal of mining and washing waste, ash from combustion,
and benzene, phenols and other toxic organic produced when processing coal in various
industries (China Efficiency and Environmental Impact of Coal Use, 1991).

There are several major coal-related emissions from burning process which impact the
environmental status and then harm human health and ecologic in China. Including:

. Total suspended particles (TSP)

. S02 emissions

. NOx emissions

. CO2 emissions

The environmental consequences reach far beyond its borders--China is second only to the
United States in greenhouse gas emissions (China energy group, 2001). However, they must be
treated differently under international agreements that address climate change. Even though
China's population is three-and-a-half times larger than that of the United States, the U.S. has
contributed four-and-a-half times more carbon dioxide to the atmosphere this century. On a per
capita basis, Americans emit 7.5 times more CO2 than the average Chinese (WRI, 1998).

13
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Figure 5-2. Carbon dioxide emissions, USA, FSU/Russian Federation, China, In dia, Japan
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(Source: China Energy Data book, 2001)

Over the rast 20 years, China has taken concrete steps to con serve energy and reduce emissions
growth while simultaneously raising standards of living. Without price reforms and energy
efficiency gains, China's emissions would be more than 50% higher than current levels. Per
dollar of GDP, China has cut its carbon emission levels in half since 1980. This is an

unprecedented "de-coupling" of carbon emissions and economic growth, relative to any other
country (WRI, 1998).

Despite dramatic improvements in energy efficiency, China remains Olle of the most carbon-
and energy-intensive economies in the world, relying on coal (the most carbon-intensive fossil
fuel) for more than 70% of its commercial energy consumption.

5.3 Energy and building
Energy is used in residential area contributes a big proportion of the whole national commercial
energy consumption. The proportion is much higher than industrialized countries.

Table 5-2. End use energy consumption by sector for seleeted countries (Commercial Energy
Only, Shares)

(Source: China energy data book, 2001)
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Transport
Commercial

Country Industry Agriculture & Public Residential Others Total
ation

Services

China 42,0% 3,7% 9,9% 3,8% 37,8% 2,8% 100%

Japan 38,8% 3,2% 27,5% 12,8% 14,3% 3,5% 100%

USA 24,4% 1,0% 40,7% 12,5% 17,1% 4,4% 100%
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Energy consumed in residential buildings presents the second largest energy consumption of the
whole energy supply arter the industry in China. Coal is the answer for cooking, spacing
heating and electricity generation. According the study, more than 60% energy consumption in
residential buildings contributed by coal burning (China Energy Data book, 2001).

Figure 5-3.Residentiai energy consumption in cities (1996)

III Coal Share

II1IIElectricity Share

o District Heating
Share

O Kerosene Share

II1IILPG Share

III Natural Gas Share

(Source: China Energy Data book, 2001)

District heating for residentiai buildings nowadays is only available in the cities located in the
central heating zone. The target used by the Chinese authorities for coverage of district heating
is that by the rear 2000, 25-30 percent of the households in the 70 major cities of the heating
zone will be covered (China Efficiency and Environmental Impact of Coal Use, 1991). As the
country's urbanization proceeding and the promotion of district heating in the transition zone,
the proportion of energy consumption for district heating is expected to increase. For example,
near Olle third of coal consumed in residentiai area is for supplying district heating in Beijing
(Table 5-3).

Table 5-3. Residentiai energy consumption by sector in Beijing (1996)

(Source: China energy data book, 2001)
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Region Scope Population Coal (Mt)
Electricity

(TWh)

North Beijing 12,59 3,56 2,18

Proportion for 1.13
heating
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6. Residentiai buildings in the central heating zona of
China
Several studies concerning energy lise in residential building will be discussed in this chapter,
including Adamson 1989a and Adamson 1991 as well as report written by Adamson 1989b for
and used in the World Bank's coal study. These studies are part of a series of studies concerning
"Design of Energy Efficient House in Moderate and cold Climates in China" which were carried
out by the Department of Building Science at the Lund Institute of Technology. The
counterpart in China was the China Academy for Building Research and the cooperation was
based on and agreement between the Ministry of Construction in China and the Swedish
Council for Building Research.

It might be wondered that the studies finished 10 years aga might be out-af-date. However, since
there is no overall change in the national code for building design in central heating zone er able
5.1), the data and calculations made in the studies still convincible and coincide with the author's
purpose. More detailed differences and improvements between pervious studies and current
situation will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 6-1. Comparison of overall heat transfer coefficient of building envelope in different rear
and area r:w/m2,°C)

(Source: China Ministry of Construction, 1996)

>(- 1992's national codes

6.1 Previous studies
These three rep orts are based on computer simulation with a rather accurate program: "Julotta".
The calculations concern a 6-storey building containing six 73m2 apartments per storer. As a
comparison an actual residentiai building from Beijing is displayed in Appendix III.

It can always be questioned that whether calculated figures can reflect realities. Calculations have
to be based on simplified assumptions. In this case Adamson 1989b made a comparison between
the coal consumption in central heating plants (= 206 kWh heat per m2 "building area") and
calculated heat consumption in the apartments. First the coal has to be converted to heat and the
efficiency is assumed to be 0.55, the distribution efficiency is assumed to 0,85 and the relation
between apartment area and "building area" is supposed to be 0.8 according to Chinese sources.
Thus the real heating demand is 206 * 0.55 * 0.85 / 0,8 = 120 kWh per m2 apartment floor area.
Measured heat consumption in multi-storer residential buildings has also been reported to 95-
110kWh/m2 apartment area.
16

Nation City
National

Roof Outer walls Windows
codes

1986 1.26 1.70 6.40

Beijing 1993 0.91 1.28 6.40

China
1996 0.8,0.6 1.16,0.82 4.00

1986 0.77 1.28 3.23

Harbin 1993 0.64 0.73 3.26

1996 0.5, 0.30 0.52, 0.40 2.50

Sweden, southern area (including Stockholm)* 0.12 0.17 2.00
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The calculated heat consumption is 90 kWh/m2 with a ventilation rate v= 1,4 air changes per
hour, see below. However the ventilation rate is in buildings measured as high as v = 2,0-2,5 air
changes per hour, which is a very high ventilation rate, much higher than the hygienic
ventilation rate v = 0,5-0,8 ach/h. With this high ventilation rate the heat consumption arrives
at about 120kWh per m2apartment area. The calculation has assumed an indoor temperature of
16°C during the heating season Nov. 12 - Mar. 17 in Beijing. Probably 16°C is not reached
during the coldest dars in the winter, which might reduce the calculated values. Nevertheless the
agreement between theory and practice is good. Below the results from the theoretical studies
will be summarized and discussed.

6.2 Heat consumption in 1980s' bui/dings
There are other different types of residentiai building, hut this study will only focus on 6-8
storers residentiai building, which is the common style in central heating zone of China. Heat
consumption in 6-8 storers residentiai buildings that located in Beijing and Harbin are discussed.
Although both of the cities are located in central heating zone, the residential building design
standards are different due to the different regional climate. The winters in Harbin are much
calder and longer than in Beijing.

6.2.1 Design
The design standard was during the 1980s the following for 6-8 storer residential buildings
(example):

Table 6-2.Building design standards for Beijing and Harbin in 1980s

Beijing
Otiter walls I370mm brick + plastering in outer

walls (U= 1,6W1m2, °C)
From the upper side: water proof
larer on 20mm cement mortar on
100 aerate concrete on (average)
70mm slag mortar on 120mm
hollow concrete slabs (plastered on
the lower), arriving at U = 1,25
W/m2, °C
Single glazed steel windows with
very slender casements and frame
arriving at U=5,2 W/m2, °C and a
ventilation rate of v = 2 air changes
per hour. The windows are normally

I partly shaded by balconies.
(Source:Adamson, 1986)

Roof

Windows

Harbin

480mm brick + plastering in outer
walls (U= 1,25W1m2, °C)
A somehow different design with
Beijingwith U=0,9W/m2, °C

Good double glazed wooden windows
with U=2,6 W/m2, °C and 0.8 air
changes per hour or less. The windows
are normally partly shaded by
balconies.

In order to give an idea of the climate in central heating zone, the averageJanuary temperature
IS:

Beijing:
Harbin:
Stockholm:

T Jan

T Jan

T Jan

= -4.0°C
= -20.0°C
= -2.5°C

17
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The heating period is 126 dars in Beijing and 177 dars in Harbin. Due to the different climate
between Beijing and Harbin, the standards for residential building design in Harbin are stricter
from the aspect of energy conservation campare with Beijing's standards in 1980's. For example,
thicker walls and double-glazed wooden windows are used in Harbin rather than Beijing. The
winters in same area in northern China are somehow similar with those in Sweden. However,
the winters in northern China are calder than those in middle and south parts of Sweden hut
they are shorter.

The annual heat consumption per m2 apartment area (for 16°C indoor air temperature) is for
the building of the 1980s:

In Beijing:
In Harbin:

about 100kWh/m2 (Heating period Nov. 12 - Mar. 17= 126dars)
about 140kWh/ m2 (Heating period act. 18 - Apr. 12= 177 dars)

Although the winters in Harbin are much severer than in Beijing, the better houses in Harbin
give only slightly higher heat consumption than in Beijing in 1980s.The difference between heat
consumption is about:

140-100 = 40k Wh/ m2.

However, if we count the heating period inta our calculation, the average heat consumption per
m2 for each day during the heating period is:

In Beijing:
In Harbin:

aboutl00/126= 0.794kWh/m2, day
about 140/177= 0.790kWh/m2, day

Here we reach the conclusion that the heat consumption in Beijing and Harbin is almost the
same for each m2 every day. Because of higher levet of building design standard in Harbin, the
heat consumption in Harbin is not very much higher despite of the severe winters.

6.2.2 Influence of heating strategy
The heat consumption given above is with an indoor air temperature of 16°C and a limited
heating season. What would happen if the different heating set points are adopted, such as
higher indoor air temperature or unlimited heating period? Below same other heating strategies
are compared and discussed.

The strategies include:

. Adopt higher indoor temperature (18°C) and unlimited heating period
Adopt higher indoor temperature (18°C) and limited heating period
Adopt previous indoor temperature (16°C) and unlimited heating period
Adopt pervious indoor temperature (16°C) and limited heating period

.

..
Results are listed in the Tables below.

The apartment studied is assumed located in the "middle" storer in a multi-storer residential
building, which me ans the envelop of the apartment is neither at the top floar nor at the ground
flo or. Of course the heat consumption for the whole building will be higher than the multiply
of heat consumption of the number of each apartment. Due to the calculation for the single
apartment ignore the influences of heat transfer of different fa<;ade,heat bridge and etc.
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Table 6-3. Annual heat consumption in kWh per m2 apartment area for amiddle apartment in a
middle storer in a multi-storer residentiaI building of the 1980s

a) Beijing

(Source:Adamson, 1989)

,~Heating period Nov. 12 - Mar. 17

b) Harbin (better walls and roof than during the 1980s)

(Source:Adamson, 1989)

':-Heating period act. 18 - Apr. 12

Comparing the four strategies with each other, some conclusions can be drawn:

. Adopting unIimited heating period and higher indoor temperature set point will increase
heat consumption of multi-storer residentiaI building in both Beijing and Harbin.
The increase of heat consumption for per m2apartment area between the unIimited and
limited heating period in Beijing is higher than in Harbin. In Beijing, heat consumption
will increase about 9 kWh/m2 in term of 16°C indoor set point and 11 kWh/m2 in term
of 18°C indoor set point. While they are about 3 kWh/m2 and 1 kWh/m2 in Harbin,
respectively
For increasing the indoor temperature set point from 16°C to 18°C, residentiaI building
in Beijing will consume more energy than Harbin in term of proportion.
Calculation as below:

.

.
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Building specification Indoor
Walls Roof

heating set Heating
Annual heat

(U= (U= Ventilation consumption
W/m2 W/m2,

Windows
(v = ach/h)

point period
(kWh/ m2)

, CC) CC)
(OC)

1.36 1.20
Steel

1.4 18 UnIimited 100
sin?;le

1.36 1.20
Steel

1.4 18 Limited' 91
single

1.36 1.20
Steel

1.4 16 UnIimited 88
sin?;le

1.36 1.20
Steel

1.4 16 Limited * 77
single

Building specification Indoor
Walls Roof

heating set Heating
Annual heat

(U= (U= Ventilation consumption
W/m2 W/m2,

Windows
(v = ach/h)

point period
(kWh/ m2)

, CC) CC)
(OC)

0.87 0.52
Wooden

0.8 18 Unlimited 111
double

0.87 0.52
Wo oden

0.8 18 Limited' 108
double

0.87 0.52
Wooden

0.8 16 UnIimited 99double

0.87 0.52
Wooden

0.8 16 Limited>(- 98
double
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In Beijing:

Uniimited heating period:
Limited heating period:

H18°C -H16°C/H16°C = (100-88)/88= 13.6%
H18°C -H16°C/H16°C = (91-77)/77= 18.2%

In Harbin:

Uniimited heating period:
Limited heating period:

H18°C -H16°C/H16°C = (111-99)/99= 12.1%
H18°C -H16°C/H16°C = (109-98)/98= 11.2%

In order to meet the higher indoor temperature set point, the residential building in Beijing will
consume more heat/ energy than in Harbin, about 1.5% more in term of uniimited heating
period and about 7.1% more in term of limited heating period, respectively.

With a limited heating season, the lowest indoor temperature of the rear will be lower than the
indoor temperature with uniimited heating season as displayed in table 6-5.

Table 6-4. Lowest indoor air temperature for the four heating strategies of the rear

a) Beijing

(Source:Adamson, 1989)
'I-Heating period Nov. 12 - Mar.17

b) Harbin (better walls and roof than during the 1980s)

(Source: Adamson, 1989)
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BuildinR specification Indoor Annuallowest
Walls Roof

heating set Heating indoor
(U= (U= Windows

Ventilation
point period temperatureW/m2 W/m2, (v = ach/h) (°C) (°C), °C) oG)

1.36 1.20
Steel

1.4 18 Uniimited 18.0
single

1.36 1.20 Steel 1.4 18 Limited 'I- 9.5
single

1.36 1.20
Steel 1.4 16 Uniimited 16.0
single

1.36 1.20 Steel 1.4 16 Limited >(- 9.2
single

Building specification Indoor Annual min
Walls Roof

heating set Heating indoor
(U= (U= Windows

Ventilation
point period temperatureW/m2 W1m2, (v = ach/h) (°C) (OC)

, oG) oG)

0.52
Wooden

0.8 18 Uniimited 18.00.87
double

0.52
Wooden

0.8 18 Limited 'I- 10.90.87
double

0.52 Wooden
0.8 16 Uniimited 16.00.87

double

0.52
Wooden

0.8 16 Limited 'I- 10.90.87
double
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>',-Heating period act. 18 - Apr. 12

The lowest indoor temperature of the rear is comparable much lower in limited heating period
that is currently applied in the central heating zone in China. Thanks to the economic
development, inhabitants in the cities have higher economic capability than before. They would
be able to try other methods to compensate the temperature difference in order to keep their
house warm and comfortable. The most common war is to bur electric-heating equipments,
such as air conditioner and oil heating radiators. It would of cours e increase the electricity
consumption and strain electricity supplement.

The lowest indoor temperature of the rear usually occurs during the dars before and after the
heating period, while the outdoor climate is already very low. Winter in Harbin is longer and
severer than in Beijing. However, the lowest indoor temperature in Harbin was higher than that
in Beijing in 1980s. It was due to the higher standards for walls, roof and windows that the
higher lowest indoor temperature haJ been achieved in residential buildings in Harbin.

6.3 Influence of heat saving measures in Beijing and Harbin
The facts discussed in this section are based on the studies by Adamson in 1986 and 1991.
Comparing with the residentiai apartment in 1980s, which were discussed in Adamson's studies,
the new-built residentiai apartment is bigger. Same standards for building components have been
improved hut not thoroughly. It is still far to reach the standards used in same western
countries, such as Sweden. The essentials of the assumptions that were discussed in Adamson's
studies are similar with the current situations in new-built residentiai buildings. More detailed
variations and similarities will be discussed below.

6.3.1 Influence of 'Free heat' from occupancy
So-called "free heat" is the heat generated by people, electrical appliances, gas burning (cooking
and possible gas boiler) and from hot water during occupy. There are two cases demonstrated
the free heat influence to annual heating demands for the apart ment in Adamson's report.

Table 6-5. "F h " ~-- fl lh

(Source: Adamson, 1986)

The 1986 computer simulation study was based on amiddle section of a long two-storey house
with 73 m2 heated apartment area in each flo or. The section is 7.2 m long, 10,2 m width and
with a room height of 2,4m (indoor measures). In the 1991 another study was carried on with a
six storer residentiai building is concerned with totally 36 apartments each with 73 m2 heated
area, also showed the similar result. The backgrounds to these figures are not given and their
reliability must be discussed. However, the conclusion could be drawn from those studies is that
properly utilising "free heat" could achieve energy reduction in residential apartment.

Although "free heat" can counts for around 20 percentage of the heat reduction for an
apartment, the prerequisite must be emphasized is that the "free heat" can be utilized only if the
heat input in the rooms is well regulated, either locally by thermostatic valves on panel heaters
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Annual heat consumption
Indoor temperature With out "free

With "free heat"Case
set point (OC) heat"

(kWh)(kWh)
12424 9990A 16

1230518 14989B
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or centrally by regulating the temperature of the feed water to the panel heater by so cilier
zonmg.

The apartment in the new-built residential buildings is larger than the old Olles. However, the
residents nowadays lise much more electrical appliances than before (Figure 5.1). It means that
more "free heat" would be generated from those electric appliances. In addition to the
adaptations of higher building design codes, those supplement al "free heat" could also be
utilized.

Figure 6-1. Number of electrical appliances owned byevery 100households in cities
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(Source: China Energy Data book, 2001)

6.3.2 Influence of radiation through windows
T o display the influence of solar radiation through windows Olle example can be extracted from
Adamson 1986 p 38. It concerns cages with moderate large single glazed windows facing south,
all without any "free heat". The windows see a free horizon, i.e. they are not shaded in any war.

Table 6-6. Influence of radiation to heat consumption

(Source:Adamson, 1986)

The solar radiation counts for 35 percent of the heating demand of unoccupied houses. AIso in
these cages a very good heat input regulation is assumed. Without a good regulation the heat
from both solar radiation and occupancy are difficult to utilize.

6.3.3 Influence of ventilation rate

In the previous sections (6.3.1, 6.3.2) the utilization of "free heat" which COllies from the
occupancy and radiation are discussed. Here some other aspects, which can influence heat
consumption for residential buildings, are discussed.
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Annual heat consumption

Case Indoor temperature With out solar With solar
set point (°C) radiation radiation

(kWh) (kWh)
C 16 19718 12424
D 18 22980 14989
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Keeping suitable indoor air quaiity is important for residents' health. The hygienic ventilation
rate in an apartment depends on the number of people present, odor from the building materials
and stored objects as well as moisture caused by cooking, washing, drying etc. Ventilation of a
building can be caused both unintentionally through natural ventilation through cracks in the
envelope or intentionally by natural ventilation through regulated openings into the rooms and
out through vertical ventilation ducts up to the roof. Ventilation can also be arranged by forced
ventilation (fans). The ventilation rate is the average number of air changes per hour that takes
place in the apartment. It is normally assumed that 0.5 air changes per hour are enough from a
hygienic point of view (Adamson, 1991).

The ventilation rate has an enormous influence to the heating demand of the apartments in
residentiai buildings. Table 5.6 demonstrates some results come from Adamson's study (1991),in
which the assumptions of different amount heating demand in different ventilation rate are
given.

Table 6-6.H d d in diff, "1 .

(Source: Adamson, 1991)

The ventilation rate was about 2-2.5 ach/h in 1980sin Beijing, which means the apartment haJ
consumed about 89 kWh for per m2.This high ventilation mostly results from the very ull-tight
single glazed steel frame windows, which was the common choice for residentiai buildings in the
moment. On the contrary, in Harbin, due to the wide apply of double glazed wooden frame
window, the ventilation rate was estimated to about 0.5. Which means the heat consumption is
only 77 kWh per m2. It was discussed in previous sections that the heating demand in Harbin is
only slightly higher than in Beijing because of the bettet buildings. The window obviously was
Olle of the major reasons for achieving heat saving comparably in the residential buildings in
Harbin.

Nowadays, due to the government has realized the urgency and importance of energy efficiency,
the building design standards have been proved since 1996 in Beijing. The old pattern of single
glazed steel frame windows will be phased out from the market. Instead tight and double-glazed
windows will widely used. It was estimated that the windows in new-built 6 storer residential
building could teach the ventilation rate to about 0.5 ach/h. However, it has also to be kept in
mind that there are still enormous amount of residentiai buildings, which were built before the
new standards came into force, still equipped with previous patterns of window.

6.3.4 Windows

6.3.4.1 Orientation and shading

Suitable lise of solar radiation can reduce heating demand of residentiai buildings. Therefore the
orientation of the main fac;ade of the building is essential. The solar shading must be considered.
For instance, the heating demand will be different in a six storer building with the fac;ade
towards south or north. This is highlighted in Adamson 1991, from which the heating demand
with the different orientation of the main fac;ade as in the table 6-7:
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u__n - n_- --- -- --- -----_u_----

Ventilation rate Annual heating demand (kWh/ m2)
(ach/h) In Harbin In Beiiing
2.1 227 89
1.4 161 56
0.8 104 29
0.5 77 17
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Table 6-7. H d d of . h diff, . B." d Harbi

(Source:Adamson, 1991)

All heating demand concern amiddle apartment in a six-storer building. "Middle" here means
the apartment located at from second to next to top floor. If we compare no shaded windows
with the 1990 standard in Beijing a North oriented facade has W. = 80 kWh/m2, which is about
30 percent higher than for the South oriented facade Wa = 68 kWh/m2.

The influence of shading rate of the glazed areas is not considered in the table above. In this case
shading is defined as the transmitted solar radiation for shaded glazed area compared with a free
horizon and no balconies. Shading is obviously exists because of surrounding buildings.

Table 6-8. H d d . h diff, hadi

(Source:Adamson, 1991)

The table above shows that the influence of solar radiation not only re1ated to the area of the
windows, hut also re1ated to the shading area. 50% shading rate is rather common for residentiai
area therefore is suitable for the calculation of real heating demand.

6.3.4.2 Glass area

The size of the Glass of the apartment will influence the amount of solar radiation utilized by
the apartment. The influences of orientation and shading are discussed in chapter 6.3.4.1. The
bigger the area of the glass, the more radiation will be transferred into the room, therefore, the
additional heating demand will be less. If we assume that the main fa<;adeof the building is south
oriented, the heating demand of the apartment with three different sizes of glass area is showed
be1ow:

Table 6-9. Infl f !!l h

(Source:Adamson, 1991)
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apanment Wlt -JL- p-- --

Standard Orientation Annual heating demand Wa (kWh/m2)

Harbin Beijing

1990
South 191 68
North 202 80

Double glazed good windows, South 87 23

good walls and roof North 96 34

-

I

- - --- m

Standard Shading (%)
Annual heating demand Wa (kWh/m2)

1990

Harbin Beijing
O 191

25
68

198 75
50 206 83
75 213 90

Windows Glass area per Shading (%) Annual heating demand Wa (kWh/m2)
apartment (m2) Harbin Beijing

Small 3.34 O 187 71
Normal 5.23 O 191 68
Large 10.46 O 202 65
Small 3.34 50 197 81
Normal 5.23 50 206 83
Large 10.46 50 229 89
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For non-shaded windows the heating demand decreases in Beijing when the South facing glass
area is increased.

Figure6-2. Annual heat requirement (kWh/ m2) of apartments with different sized non-shaded
lass area in Beiiin
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As we discussed in previous chapter, the shading rate should be considered when carrying out
real calculations.

Figure 6-3. Annual heat requirement (kWh/m2) for apartments with 50%-shaded glass area in
different sizes in Beiiin
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The bigger windows in the six-storer residential buildings in Beijing cannot bring more solar
radiation because of exist of a certain level of solar shading. From the point of building energy
efficiency, the windows in normal residentiai buildings should keep a suitable size in Beijing for
avoiding heating consumption.

6.3.5 Other building components
There are of course other building components influence heating demands for residential
buildings, such as the number of Fans of windows, outer walls and ro of. The improvement of
these components will obviously reduce energy in residentiai buildings. The amount of energy
use is based on the insulation conditions of the building. The calculations and assumptions for
the reduction of energy use in different levels of insulation are discussed in section 6.4.

6.4 Heat sa vin g strategy
In this section different choices of heat saving strategies are discussed. These choices include
adding extra Falles for windows and installing extra insulation for walls and roof. Two cases are
chosen in Beijing and Harbin respectively.
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6.4.1 Choice for heat saving strategy
Energy efficiency will inevitably needs investment, while energy saving also has economic
benefit. How can we achieve energy efficiency in a residentiai building most economically?
Before answering this question, the levet of the influence on energy lise with different choices,
which include improving windows or walls and/or roof, should be discussed first. The amount
of energy saving by using different criteria should also be clarified. In order to study. the
influence of differen t choices, normallya baseline has to be chosen first, as the 1990 residen tial
building design standard in this cage.

Figure 6-4. Choices ofheating strategy

+
1990 standard Double glazed

windows

+

Improved
and roof

walls Improved casements of
windows

+

+

Triple
windows

glazed

+

Improved
and roof

walls

In the figure above, the different steps for heat saving strategy are demonstrated. First, the
windows are improved by using double-glazed glass. Then the casements of the windows are
improved to be tighter. Following the improvements ofwindows, extra insulations are added in
the walls and roof. More insulation could be further added in the walls, roofs and windows. The
heating requirement for the building is calculated by each step. The heating requirements for
two case-buildings are discussed in charter 6.4.2. The buildings studied are six-storer multi-
family buildings with main fac;:adefacing south and normal size windows. The baseline is heating
requirements based on the 1990 standard (fable 6.2). Same assumptions and calculations are
showed below, which were quoted from the studies by Adamson 1991.
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6.4.2 Beijing
According to the design standard in 1990 in Beijing, the windows are single glazed and
ventilation rate is assumed to 1.4 air change per hour, which is probably lower than in practice.

(Source:Adamson, 1991)

The table above shows that improved windows (install an extra Pane for windows and improve
the tightness of casements) can obviously reduce the heating requirements. Tt also shows that
additional insulation in walls, roof and windows can contribute to more energy saving.
However, more insulation will demand higher investment. How to calculate energy reduction
cost effectively will be discussed in section 6.5.

6.4.3 Harbin

The design standards for residentiai buildings are higher than the standards in Beijing due to the
severer climate in Harbin (Table 6.2). In Harbin double glazed wooden windows are often used
among the 1980s residentiai buildings. The windows have Olle casement, which opens to
outwards, and the other casement inwards. In wintertime conscious tenants gilles a paper strip
over the space between inner casement and the frame in order to reduce draught and undesired
ventilation. During the summer the strip is removed. This management of windows coincides
with the behaviour in Sweden before linked windows were introduced. During the heating
season, in Harbin Oct.18-Apr.12, the ventilation rate will probably be 0,8 air changes per hour
or slightly less. The U-value of the windows are similar to Swedish double glazed wo oden
windows: U = 2,5-2,lW/m2,°c.
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Table 6-10. Heating consumption with different choice {Beiiing
Ventila
tion v

Step Technical design Glazing
(air Walls,U w Roof, U r Wa

change (W/oC,m2) (W/oC,m2) kWh/m2

per
hour)

1 1990 standard Single 1.4 1.36 1.20 90
2 + Better windows Double 0.8 1.36 1.20 51

3 + Better walls, Double 0.8 0.87 0.52 40
roof

4 + Better roof Double 0.8 0.87 0.31 39
5 + Better walls Double 0.8 0.56 0.31 33
6 + Better windows Triple 0.8 0.56 0.31 30

7 + Better walls,
Triple 0.8 0.33 0.176 25

roof
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(Source:Adamson, 1991)

Because of the good windows in Harbin the potential for energy saving is considerably lower
than in Beijing. The cost-effectiveness of installing more insulation for the buildings in Harbin
will be discussed in the next section.

6.5 Cost effectiveness of heat saving
Applying energy efficient technologies in building not only can fulfil energy saving and
environmental goaIs, but should also be cost effective. Therefore, a sustainable development of
residentiaI buildings could be achieved. The achievement of heat saving in residentiaI buildings
results from more insulation added in both building envelopes and building components. The
amount of the heating saving depends on the level of insulation. From the view of -economics,
more insulation unavoidably leads to more investment in the building construction. On the
other hand, more heat saving leads to a reduced heating cost during building's occupancy. The
saving may compensate the addition al investment for the construction if relevant and suitable
policies exist which can ensure that the investor can profit by investing more in energy
efficiency methods.

6.5.1 Present value of future annual heat savings
While in discussion of cost effectiveness, Olle issue should be kept in mind that the present value
of heat savings is changing in coming years because of the rate of interest. il we assume the heat
price is kept constantly, the value of the same energy saving in coming years will be different
during the coming years. The concept of present value is introduced in this study.

A short description of this concept is below. The source of the concept comes from Adamson's
report in 1989. We denote the rate of interest: r, and the years annual heat savings: N, the
present value PV of these N years heat savings are:

PV = PVC* HP* W a

1 - [l/(l+r)]N
PVC= (r>O)

r
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Table 6-11. Heating consumption with different choice (Harbin
Ventita
tion v

Step Technical design Glazing
(air Walls,U w Roof, U T Wa

change (W fOC,m2) (W fOC,m2) kWhfm2

per
hour)

1 1990 standard Double 0.8 1.36 1.20 145

2 + Better walls, Double 0.8 0.87 0.52 115
roof

3 + Better roof Double 0.8 0.87 0.31 113
4 + Better walls Double 0.8 0.56 0.31 100
5 + Better windows Triple 0.8 0.56 0.31 90

6 + Better walls,
Triple 0.8 0.33 0.176 78

roof
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Where:
PV C = the present value coefficiency

= rate of interest

= number of years of heat saving
= heat price year today and during the N years, Currency/kWh
= annual heat saving, kWh(heat)/yr

r
N
HP

Wa

Below some values based on the equation of PVC are listed:

The difference of the present value with different rate should be considered when investors
invest for energy efficient technologies. With high rate of interest the present value decreases a
lot compared with the value with r = O.

6.5.2 Influence of raising heat price and inflation
In the section above, the present value is defined based on constant heat price. However, in
practice, the heat price could be changed. In addition, the inflation must also be taken into
account. Jt is assumed that the heat price is not constant rate during N years; it fises every rear
and assumed by a constant rate s. Year 1 it is HP, rear 2 it is HP(l+s), rear 3 it is HP(1+s)2 and
so on. The present value coefficient then changes to:

1 - [(1+s)/(l +r)t
PVC = (r> O)

(r-s)
If we assume that the annual raising of the heat price is equal to the inflation i: s = i, we can
approximately write:

PVC =
1 - [1/[1 + (r-i)]]N

(r-i)
(r> O)

Which means that inflation is deducted from the rate of interest. This modified rate of interest is
named real rate ofinterest rr = (r-i)

As an example the World Bank gave conditions for the study by: Adamson 1989b. The
conditions (Adamson 1989b) are:
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R
PVC

N=10 N=20 N=30
O 10 20 30

0.02 8.98 16.35 22.40
0.04 8.11 13.59 17.29
0.06 7.36 11.47 13.76
0.08 6.71 9.82 11.26
0.10 6.14 8.51 9.43
0.12 5.65 7.47 8.06
0.14 5.22 6.62 7.00
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rr =0,10 and N =20 years, arriving at PVC = 8,51. In Sweden its is normally calculated with rr
=0,04 and N=30 years, giving PVC = 17,29. The future heat savings are consequently wonh
two times mate according to the calculation based on Sweden's criteria than with the Wo rid
Bank criteria.

6.5.3 Maximum heat saving investment
In the same war the maximum heat saving investment MAXHSI can be calculated as:

MAXHSI = PVC. BP.W.

6.6 Possibilities for improving the buildings
The residentiai buildings in the central heating zone of China demand huge energy consumption
annually, for instance 1.13 Mt coal and 0.539 Mt oil were consumed for heating supply in
Beijing in 1996 (China Energy Databook, 2001). The energy demand for residential heating may
increase in a considerable rate due to the rapid urbanization.

The residentiai buildings have lots of potentials to be improved in different methods. The
buildings in Beijing could achieve mate energy reduction than the buildings in Harbin, because
the tightness of the buildings were bettet than the buildings in Beijing and the envelope bettet
insulated. However, heat reduction can be achieved in both cities based on the building design
code issued in 1996, though it was still in a lower level campare with the code used in same
developed counties.

There are several methods could be adopted for the purpose of heat reduction, such as
improving windows and installing mate insulation in walls and roof. The improvements for the
buildings have to take economic situation inta consideration, which includes real interest,
energy price, inflation etc.

6.6.1 Change windows first
From the point of view of investment, the most cost-efficient method is to improve windows to
double panes with tight casement. This simple step could save considerable amount heat
consumption with a relatively small investment. Fitting energy-efficient windows, though, is
Ollemeasure that cuts energy consumption, COz emissions and improves indoor climates. It can
help cutting energy consumption both in new built buildings and old buildings, especially for
old buildings, which are difficult to install other insulation or other building components.
Changing windows may be the most cost efficient war to reduce energy lise for heating in old
buildings.

6.6.2 Improve other components of building envelope
The improvements for different rans of building envelope should base on cost-effective concerto
Below the table displays the propenies of a cost-effective residentiai multi-storer building in
Beijing and Harbin, based on the above studies. Two cost-efficiencycriteria are used:

. World Bank criteria in repan (Adamson 1989b), i.e. 10% real rate of interest and a
utilization time of the investment N =20 years, arriving at a present value coefficient PVC =
8,51.
Sweden' criteria (1980s):in Sweden it is normally calculated with 4% real rate of interest and
N =30 years, giving PVC = 17,29.

.
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Table 6-12. Summa

Building components

Windows

::-
Sweden's criteria for the climate conditions similar in Beijing.
Sweden's criteria for the climate conditions similar in Harbin.,~,~

The heat savings, compared with 1990-standardwill be:

Table 6-13.H . h diff,

(Source: Adamson, 1991)

Adopting energy efficient building design based on relatively strict World Bank's criteria could
save mate than half of the energy consumption for space heating in residentiai buildings in
Beijing. In Harbin, the potential for heating saving is comparable low, hut still about a quarter
of energy for heating could be reduced. These figures will be compared with the Chinese
regulations for new residential buildings, reviewed in the next chapter.
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Sweden's Bank's Sweden's
criteria':. criteria criteria':':

(Harbin)
2 2 3

2,5-2,7 2,5-2,7 2,0

0,8 0,8 0,5-0,8 0,5-0,8

0,9 0,6 0,4 0,3
0,5 0,3 0,3 0,2

-- ---- _--n--p

Area Criteria Heat saving Consumption
(shares) (shares)

World Bank criteria 55% 45%

Beijing
Sweden criteria 65% 35%

World Bank criteria 25% 75%
Harbin

World Bank criteria 45% 55%
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7. Current situation of residentiai buildings in China
China's activities in promoting energy efficiency may have played a role in the reduction in total
energy consumption in the country since 1996.The decline in China's output and consumption
of primary energy has been driven by changes in China's most important fuel, coal. Estimated
total primary energy use in1999 will be nearly 6% below the 1997peak (Sinton et al, 1999).

The Ministry of Construction (Mae) has authority over building energy efficiency standards.
For both fulfilling government's energy conservation policy and reducing the huge amount of
energy consumption for heating in the central heating zone, the China Ministry of
Construction has adopted more strict national code for building design from the point of energy
efficiency. The current national code was applied from 1996 with improved standards for
buildings, especially for windows.

Har" Beijing

4-
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i~=
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~6
N
E 4

~2
:::I oI)

1996 1993

)'ear

1996 1986 1993 1996

year

-+- Roof
""*"= Outer walls

.~hvWil'ldaws

(Source: China Ministry of Construction, 1996)

7. 1 National code for residentiai building design
The design of residential building must accommodate to the regional climate. From the point of
view of building design, China is divided to 5 kinds of climatic zones. And five climatic zones
can be divided to 3 zones from the point of heating service (Table 7-1,Appendix il).
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Table 7-1.eli fl h al d . dd . dard

(Source: China Ministry ofConstruction, 1993)

Beijing is located in the cold zone where near to the border between cold zone and very cold
zone. Harbin is located in the very cold zone where the winter is much colder and longer than
in Beijing. Both of them belong to the central heating zone cities. Residentiai building design in
Beijing and Harbin both follow the standards of general national recommendations and fulfil the
requirements of regional code.

General recommendations to thermal design for new heating residentiai buildings in central
heating zones include:

. Main facades of the building face south and north or nearly.
Shape of coefficient of building is lower than or equal to 0.30; roof and outward wall
need utilize extra heat preservation if shape of coefficient of building is higher than 0.30
for fulfil the heat transfer coefficient.

Heating residential building should install windows in corridors and staircases. l1's
allowed not to install heating devices on the condition of -0.1 N-6°e average out side

.

.
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Heating Climatic
Zoning standards

service zones Auxiliary Design standards
Standard standards (number

of days)
Average >=145

Fulfil the

Very cold
temperature in

(Average daily
requirements of heat

coldest month <= - preservation in

Central
10DC temperature <= 5DC) winter.

heating
Fulfil the

zone Average 90140 requirements of heat

Cold temperature in
(Average daily
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coldest month o - winter; partly

10DC temperature <= 5DC)
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Average
090

Hot temperature in
(Average daily Fulfil the
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(Average daily partly consider heat

month 2530DC temperature >= preservation
25DC)

Average
Hot temperature in 100-200

summer coldest month (Average daily
Fulfil the

& warm > 1ODC,average temperature >=
requirements of heat

Non-
winter temperate in hottest 25DC)

proof in summer.

heating
month 2529DC

zone Average
temperature in 090
coldest month Partly consider heat
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O 13DC,average

(Average daily preservation in
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temperature <= 5DC) winter.

month 18 25DC
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temperature, however, the windows, walls and doors need adept heat preservation
measures.

':- Shape coefficient of building: the ratio between the area of the outward appearance of the
building envelope and the volume that surrounded by the building envelope. Ground area is
not included in the outward appearance of the building envelope.

(Source: China Ministry of Construction, 1996)

Table 7-2. O all h fl ff . f buildi B ... d Harb'

,~
Building installed windows with single glaze and plastic frame, heat transfer coefficient:
4.70

Building installed windows with double glaze and metal frame, heat transfer coefficient:
4.00

'~>'.-

(Source: China Ministry of Construction, 1996)

The 1996 national code for building design has improved the standards for the whole building
envelope. 1t was estimated that the investment for the buildings would be increased 10% of the
previous investment adopting old standards. And it was also estimated that 10 million tons of
standard coal could be saved from 1996-2000in the central heating zone area by adopting 1996
national code.

7.2 Gap still exists
Although more reduction on energy demand/ requirements were expected with the 1996 codes,
the standards for building design are still not sufficient campare with same advanced standards
in same developed countries.
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el mgan<

Beijing Harbin

Average daily outdoor temperature -1.1 N-2.0De -9.1 N-lo.oDe

Roof Shape coefficient of 0.80 0.50
building < = 0.3

Shape coefficient of 0.60 0.30
building> 0.3

Outward wall Shape coefficient of 0.90* 0.52
building < = 0.3 1.16*>'.-

Shape coefficient of 0.55' 0.40
building> 0.3 0.82''

Non-heating staircase Partition wall 1.83 0.94

Door 2.00 1.50

Windows (upper part of balcony door included) 4.70' 2.50
4.00"'*

Under part of balcony door 1.70 1.35

Floor Roof contact outward 0.50 0.30
enVlronment

Roof of non-heating 0.55 0.50
basement
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Table 7-3. Comparison of overall heat transfer coefficient of building envelop in different area

(Source: China Ministry of Construction, 1996)
>:- 1992's national codes

,~,~ 1995's national codes

It is showed in the table above that there are obvious gaps between China and same developed
countries in energy efficient building design. With the economic development, investments for
building constmctions were always emphasized. However, while the whole country suffers
more and more from environmental crisis and energy shortage, nowadays the energy efficient
issues are becoming more and more important for China. China can also get payback from
reducing environment impacts and energy saving. Energy efficiency is Olle of the key methods
to achieve the national goal of sustainable development.

7.3 Trend for development of space heating
China already has residentiai building energy codes that cover cities in the "heating zone", the
natthem section of the country where heating of buildings is permitted during the winter.
Mac encouraged cities in the "transition zone" (approximately the middle third of the country,
where there is significant demand for space heating in the winter and space cooling in the
summer) to develop residentiai building efficiency standards. Chongqing developed a dean
standard, and Shanghai and Wuhan have also been working on standards. These have been
mainly based on the standards developed for the heating zone, however, and do not represent
any advance. Mac recently decided to develop a unified set of standards for the transition zone,
based on analytic methods more appropriate to the c1imate. However, there are currently no
initiatives to develop efficiency standards for buildings in areas south of the transition zon e (e.g.,
Guangdong), or for buildings in mral areas (Sinton et al, 1999).

With the economic development, more and more residents living in mcal area will intend to lise
commercial fuel (gas, oil and coal) instead of using biomass for space heating. Promoting the lise
of commercial fuel can also benefit China's environmental situation. First, more biomass could
be saved. Second, the quaiity of the commercial fuel is much better than un-treated energy
resource, and the pollution will be reduced by using c1eaner energy resource.
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--, -

Nation City
National

Roof Otiter wal1s Windows
codes

China Beijing 1996 0,8; 0,6 1,16;0,82 4,00

Harbin 1996 0,5; 0,30 0,52; 0,40 2,50

Sweden, south area (Stockholm inc1uded)' 0,12 0,17 2,00

Canada':-
Similar c1imatewith Beiiing 0,23 0,38 2,86
Similar climate with Harbin 0,17 0,27 2,22
Denmark' 0,20 0,30 2,90
Germany >:->:- 0,22 0,50 1,50
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8. Environmental improvement of decreased heat
consumption in residentiai buildings
Because of urbanization and economical development, the central heating services increase
rapidly in recent years. In 2000, the central heating services covered 1.11 billion square meters in
area, which was 460 million square meters more than that in 1995 (MOC & MOFA, 2000).
These increased heating services include both old and new built buildings. Achieving energy
efficiency in building area is getting more and more important because of rapid increase of
energy demand for space heating. Due to coal contribute 70% of the total energy demand and
still will be the main energy resource in the expected future, the increase of spacing heating will
inevitable lead to more pollution.

8.1 Possible heat saving and additional energy demand along
with its influence on national energy
The efficiency revolution is hund to become a global trend. It is always the case with new
opportunities, those who pioneer the trend will reap the greatest rewards. China nowadays face
the challenge of sustainable development for the country's economics, energy is the engine for
propelling this development. Changing the direction of progress is not something a book can
do. It has to be done by people - consumers and voters, managers and engineers, politicians and
communicators. People don't change their habits uniess they have good reasons for doing so
(Weizsäcker et al, 1998).

8.1.1 Government's activities

In the section above (chapter 6,7), the possibilities of heat saving for residential buildings in
central heating zone are discussed. The quaiity of new built residentiai buildings in central
heating zone today have been improved to more energy efficient comparing with those built in
1980s. Many factors are behind the improvements in this achievement, including raising energy
prices and general economic growth stimulating purchases of new equipment.

Figure 8-1. Government's role for achieving energy efficiency in residentiai buildings
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Energy Conservation Law (ECL)

China's Energy Conservation Law (ECL) was approved on 1 November 1997 and came inta
force on 1 January 1998. The ECL consists of 50 articles in 6 chapters, including (1) general
provisions, (2) energy conservation management, (3) rationai energy utilization, (4) technology
progress, (5) legal liabilities, and (6) supplementary roles. The law aims to promote energy
conservation activities throughout society, to improve energy efficiency and increase economic
benefits thereof, to protect the environment, to ensure economic and social development, and to
meet the needs of people's livelihood. The law states that the government should:

. Encourage energy efficiency, as weIl as development and lise of new and renewable
energy;
Formulate energy conservation policy, compile energy conservation plans, and
incorporate them inta the economic and social development plans of the nation
Develop policies and plans that ensure rationai energy utilization, and coordinate those
plans with environmental protection and economic growth;
Stimulate and support technology R&D and scientific research in energy conservation as
weIl as application and dissemination;
Strengthen educational activities and propaganda in energy conservation to disseminate
scientific knowledge and increase public awareness of energy conservation.
(Source: China National People's Congress, 1997)

.

.

.

.

The ECL is broad in ilS provisions, and gives little guidance for implementation- characteristics
that were necessary for the ECL to be passed. Responsibilities among organs of the government
are broadly defined, and leave areas of uncertainty and potential overlap. Formulation of specific
roles and methods is lett to planning and implementing organs of the central and local
governments.

8.1.1.1 Government's regulations
The Ministry of Constroction (Mae) in China has authorities to issue the standards for
different parts of the country. The local administrations can also improve their local and
detailed standards based on national Olles. The Mac issued a decree, Energy efficiency
Management for Residentiai Buildings (2000), in order to promote a series of energy efficiency
design standards for residentiai buildings.

. For new built residential buildings
Every new built residentiai building has to strictly foIlow the national design standards.
The central heating system in new built buildings should adopt twin-pipe system. It was
highly recommended and encouraged to instaIl temperature adjustment and heat
measure equipments for single apartment, therefore to promote charging heating fee on
the amount of heat consumption.

. For existing residentiai buildings

There are no decree which can regulate the old existing buildings to more energy
efficient currently. However, if the owners of the buildings want to rebuild or retrofit
them, they have to foIlow the same standards which applying to the new built buildings.

(Source: China Ministry ofConstruction, 2000)

The cost-efficiency of heat saving differs from new built houses to retrofitted existing houses.
Improvement of thermal insulation in windows, walls and roof as well as reducing the
ventilation to a hygienic levet is more costly in rebuilding an old house than in a new house.
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Therefore the savings in Table 6-13 cannot be fully achieved in existing buildings. If the
Government does not promote by favourable loans the only war is to wait for house owner's
own private decisions, based lipen the profitability of energy saving measures. This calls for an
economically charging of heat consumption.

8.1.1.2 Market orientation

In 1998, the China National Energy Conservation Law came inta force, codifying the country's
approach to promote energy efficiency under a more market-oriented economic system.
Numerous international assistance projects have aimed to help China to raise energy efficiency.
After many years' development with direct assistance for demonstration projects and technology
transfer from other countries, the recent projects aim at more comprehensive transformation of
markets.

Af ter significant new energy price reforms in 1993, price for coal (and other energy products)
rose at a far higher rate than those for other industrial products (Sinton et al., 1999). And since
1996, the administration of newly built residentiai district s has been strengthened. Professional
and market oriented propert y management is required for all the new districts. The
improvement of old districts has also been promoted by introducing propert y management in
these districts (Rep ort of the P.R. China on the Development of Human Settlement). Along
with these reforms, the price for heating and electricity has been raised.

However, the current central heating systems in central heating cities are still in low levet and
couldn't fulfil the market-oriented demand. There are no separate heat measurements for the
building; of course there are no measurements for single apartment either. The heating fee used
to be included in the rent, which was extremely low, due to almost all of the residentiai
buildings were owned by the governments or enterprises owned by governments. The
governments subsidized the difference between the low rent and real expenses. As the reforms
going on, the rent for the house has been increased rapidly. The heating fee has also been
increased and should be paid separately. Usually the residents par the heating once a rear
according to the flo or area but not the amount of heat consumption, although the government
intends to promote the heat measurement for single apartment. It makes residents have little
incentives to consider energy conservation.

For achieving market orientation, Olle of first things should be Jane is to charge the house
owners according to their own measured heat consumption.
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Figure 8-2. Investment and measures
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In big cities in the central heating zone of China heat is produced in central heating plant and
then distribute to single apartment by distribution systems. Government's authorities own most
of the central heating plants in China. The price of coal will influence the cost of heat
generation, while the increase of heating demands also demand more heating plants constructed.
The better building will demand more investment as well as increase energy efficiency. The M
here means measurements are the key factor to improve market orientation and the people's
incentives for energy efficiency.

8.1.2 Possible heat savings
In the charter 5 and charter 6, the possibilities for heating savings in big cities in the central
heating zone are discussed based on the situation of cases study in Beijing and Harbin. However,
there are lots of possible potentials for heat saving in rural area, transition area (or local heating
zone) where heating services are needed in winters.

8.1.2.1 Saving in cities
In order to quantify the possibility to reduce the energy use in residential buildings in cities
within the central heating and transition zone, how many newapartments are built within the
cities have to be found out first. Then it could be possible to estimate how much heat saving is
economic within existing buildings and how much the heating demand will be in new buildings,
within the 10 or 20 years (a reasonable time period for future estimations). It has to be pointed
out that given figures are very crude and that the methodology is more important than real
figures.

. Central heating zone

The fixed heating period is still adopted in most of the cities in the central heating zone. It
has shown that that before and after the heating period indoor temperatures can be very
low, even as low as 1Q°e. Inevitable, people in cities are not satisfied with this indoor
temperature. Therefore, they use addition al heat sources, probably electrical heaters to resist
the low temperature, although it costs a lot of electricity and makes the room very dry and
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not comfortable. As the economic development, probably they will bur more if the current
heating period keeps the same in the future. However, as the residents demand higher living
standards, the current heating period may have to be changed. In that case, the huge amount
of energy can be expected saved by energy efficiency buildings.

. Transition zone

It's not common to have central heating services in cites within the transition zone. Few
residential buildings have heating services from local boilers. But most of multi-storer
residential buildings even have no radiators installed. As the same situation in cities in the
central heating zone, lots of households use electricity heaters to fulfil the comfortable
requirement. Nowadays, the government's authorities are considering the promotion of
central heating services in the transition zone. Applying energy efficiency technologies in
residential buildings will help both improving of indoor environment and reducing energy
consumptlOn.

8.1.2.2 Savings in rural area
Unlike big cities, there are no central heating systems in rural area within central heating zone
and the transition zone. Heat is supplied by stoves or fire places. The fuel is coal, coal briquettes,
wood etc. The efficiency of the energy conversion is very low, probably as low as around 20%.
Energy efficient building combined with high energy conversion stoves and cleaner commercial
fuel may be the future steps for achieving a more sustainable energy use in rural area in China.

8.2 Environmental improvement of decreased heat consumption
in residentiai buildings and threats of futureincreasein
electricity demand
Energy efficient residential buildings can achieve the reduction both in space heating and
electricity consumption. This reduction will decrease the environmental impacts during the
procedure of the energy production, i.e. from energy resources production to consumption by
end user.

Figure 8-3. Improvement of environment from decreased energy consumption
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As coal is the main energy resource (70%) of China, environmental impacts come from the
process of energy production based on coal are inevitable. These impacts occur during the coal
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minin g, transportation, washing, burning, energy distribution and etc. S02 and CO2 emissions
come from coal burning for energy generation and big mass coal minin g and transportation.

Coal burning is the primary source of China's high S02 emissions. It's Olle of the main
environmental pollutants in China. The impacts are both to ecological and to human health,
and also both to China and to the World. "Acid rain" makes a lot of environmental impacts to
ecological, also to economics. All across China, and particularly in the wealthy coastal
provinces. Cities and towns are gradually becoming stricter in enforcing limits to pollutant
emissions. When local administrations are supporting, environmental protection bureaus can
levy significant emissions fees and fines, mandate process changes, and apply more drastic
measures. In same cases in industry this results in installation (and orten operation) of pollution
controi equipment, or replacement of old production equipment. Forceful application of
environmental regulations has the potential to limit energy demand for spacing heating
significantly.

China's most significant energy resources problem is not only extraction or development, hut
also distribution. Almost with out exception, energy resources are in the wrong places: far from
consumption centers and hard to reach. Energy resources are found everywhere hut in south-
central China, where the people are, making transportation and distribution infrastructure a
critical part of Chinese energy planning.

Other resources fair just as poorly. China's developed oil fields are in the northeast, while new
oil prospects are in the far western desert. Due to its expense natural gas has been largely passed
over by the Chinese and left to foreign developers, hut gas resources are typically linked to
petroleum and have the same unfortunate geographic distribution. Populated central China is
also far from geothermal sources, as well as perpetually cloud covered and calm most of the rear
making thermal, solar and wind generation unworkable alternatives. In fact, the only
geographically available resource is hydropower, and most of these sites are small, low capacity
rivers unsuitable for powering industry. This means that to supply electricity, energy resources
must be transported from the north and west. Coal is brought to thermal plants by rail, tJing up
42% of the freight capacity. Oil is sent through long and expensive pipelines. Hydropower has
to come from the construction of large dams which raise environmental cancerns and
occasionally require the relocation of entire districts (the controversial Three Gorges Project is
an example of this). Along with the demand for commercial energy, huge volumes of biomass
are consumed as fuel for cooking and heating. Again, the even modest per-capita consumption
by this incredibly large population makes preservation of forested areas a real cancern
(McCreary et al, 1996).

As it seems inevitable to lise the coal for the major energy resource continually in the expected
future, energy efficiency becomes more important than ever. Energy efficient building design
will contribute a certain level of energy conservation for current central heating zone in China.

As the promotion of central heating service, adopting energy efficient building design in the
transition zone has the same priorityas it is in the central heating zone. The promotion of
central heating service in this area will strain the local energy generation capacity, though
central heating is more energy efficient than the individual inefficient equipment. Before the
heating service supplied to this area, the residents may lise more electricity heating equipment
for resisting uncomfortable in door temperature. That means increase the pressure to electricity
generation. The promotion of energy efficient buildings can help achieving a certain amount of
energy reduction in the future in this area.
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9. Conclusions and future studies
There is conformity between the building design and energy use during the occupancy of
buildings. Energy use during the occupancy is the main environmental impact from buildings. It
is especially true in China as result from ils coal dominated commercial energy supply. China
has taken concrete steps to conserve energy and reduce emissions growth white simultaneously
raising standards of living. Comparing with 1980s, the national code for building design is
improved a lot.

A considerable amount of energy reduction can be achieved by implementing the new national
codes for energy efficient building design. However, there is a gap between China's code and the
codes adopting in the western countries. In the big cilies in the central heating zone, such as
Beijing and Harbin, there are lots of potential energy saving can be achieved by insulation
improved buildings. According the studies made by 1990, about 50% and 25% energy reduction
of heating could be achieved in residentiai buildings in Beijing and Harbin, respectively. And the
achievements are cost effective by using relatively strict WorId Bank criteria. il using
comparably loosened criteria (for example, Sweden's criteria), up to 65% and 45% energy
reduction could be achieved respectively and still conformed cost effectiveness. These
achievements can be gained in new built residentiai buildings. For the old buildings, it is also
possible achieve heating energy savings cost effectively by retrofitting the buildings. Windows
are the weakest part for achieving energy efficiency in current buildings, both in new built
buildings and old buildings. Improved more airtight windows could easily gain more heating
savings. "Free heat" and energy from solar radiation could be used for reducing heating
consumption. However, it should be point out that suitable regulation and management are
prerequisites for this possible saving. Measurements for heating consumption in residential
buildings are essentiai for implementation of energy efficient building design. Economic benefit
could be the incentives for further energy savings.

The available data on current energy consumption in China are too poor to allow us to precisely
assess how much of energy savings can be gained by achievement of energy efficiency in
residentiai area. However, environmental improvement based on energy efficient buildings still
can be predicted. Environmental impacts from residential buildings can be decreased not only by
saving energy for space heating, hut also by reducing electricity consumption in households.
Energy efficient buildings can achieve better indoor temperature and then reduce the utilization
of electricity equipments for additional space heating. These auxiliary electricity equipments are
always needed because of the limit ed time of heating service in the central heating zone.

As the economics developed and living standards improved, the China's government start
considering that promote central heating service in the transition zone where have no central
heating supply in residentiai buildings currently. Energy efficient design for residentiai buildings
will help to achieve sustainable energy use in this area.

The answers of the questions raised in the approach can be answered below:

. Why energy e./ficiency in building area is important for China? As economic development,
the living standard of Chinese people increasing rapidly. More and more residentiai
buildings are constructing for fulfilling people's comfortable demands. These demands
include big living space, better indoor environment and etc. However, these demands
will inevitable leads to energy use. Energy efficiency is Olle method to save energy in
residentiai building area and then achieve the country's coal for sustainable energy use.

. How much energy is required with the current design of the construction? How the different

building construction, material and design influence the energy use of buildings during their
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occupancyperiod? The estimated energy use in the residentiai buildings in the common
residentiai buildings in Beijing and Harbin is discussed in the thesis. The methods for
achieve the heat reduction include change windows, install more insulations for walls
and roof and etc.

. The passibilities of energy saving for residential buildings? About 65% and 45% energy
reduction could be achieved in the buildings in Beijing and Harbin respectively and still
conformed cost effectiveness.

. How different building constructionand design influence indoor environment? The indoor
environment can be improved by better building design. The indoor temperature can be
raised by more insulated and tightness buildings with the currently adopted limited
heating period.

Future studies

This study covers the potential heat savings in residential building area by implementing energy
efficient building design. The analyzed case buildings are located in Beijing and Harbin, which
are big cities in the central heating zone. Energy efficiency is an important issue for this area
since a huge amount of energy is needed annually for resisting cold winter. However, as the
promotion of spacing heating service in transition zone, the energy efficient design of residential
buildings is getting more and more important for the future energy saving and the reduction of
environmental impacts. More researches and studies, which focus on energy use in residentiai
buildings in the transition zone, should be set down. Since China's geographical scale and
diversified climates, aholistic overview for sustainable energy use in residentiai area over the
whole country is necessary.
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Abbreviations

NEP A: National Environmental protection Agency
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CO2: Carbon dioxide

GDP: Gross Domestic Product

Gt: gigatonnes

Kt: kilotonne

KW: kilowatt

KWh: kilowatt-hour

m2: square meters

MOC: Ministry of Construction

Mt: million tonnes

NOx: nitrous oxides

5°2: sulfur dioxide

U: U-value (W/m2, °C)

WHO: World Health Organization

TSP: Total Suspended Particulates

TWh: terawatt-hours
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Appendix I

Systematic approach and causalloop diagrams

A system can be defined as a collection of components that interact and function together for
same purpose. The system can be a society and an ecosystem. A system is never a single
disciplinary problem but requires multi dimensional approach. Since systematic approach cuts
through different academic field, drawing boundaries for the study requires rationai thinking.
To define system boundaries in a study is always challenging, it requires a good knowledge of
the problem at hand (Roberts et al, 1983).

Table: Summarised explanation of the causalloop concept (adopted from Roberts et al, 1983,
P56).
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Symbol Meaning

Arr()"\11
The arrow is used to show causation. The item at the

tail of the arrow cause a change it the item at the head
of the arrow.

Til H PrI

The + sign near the arrowhead indicates that the item
at the tail of the arrow and the item at head of the

arrow change in the same direction.

+
If the tail increases, the head in creases; if the tail
decreases, the head decreases.

The - sign near the arrowhead indicates that the item
at the tail of the arrow ch ange in the opposite
direction.

- If the tail increases, the head decreases; if the tail
decreases, the head in creases.
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Appendix II

Climatic zones for thermal design

MONGOllA

".

(Source: China Ministry ofConstruction, 1993)
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Appendix III

. South fa~ade of a 6-storey residentiaI building in Beijing

. Plan of the department
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